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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

Absent Tardy Absent Tardy Absent Tardy Absent Tardy Absent Tardy
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Academic Performance Level for
Elementary Score Rubric

Name Score
Meets M
Not Meeting NM

THIRD GRADE CHALLENGE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
MATHEMATICS
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING

Solve multi-step word problems using
all four operations

Solve multi-step word problems using
all four operations including problems
with remainders

Use estimation to assess
reasonableness of an answer

Solve multi-step word problems using
all four operations including problems
where remainders must be interpreted
NUMBERS AND OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN

Solve multi digit addition and
subtraction problems

Solve multi-digit multiplication and
division problems

Read and write multi-digit whole
numbers in various forms

Compare two multi-digit numbers using
>, =, and < symbols

Use place value understanding to round
multi-digit whole numbers to any place

Fluently add and subtract multi-digit
whole numbers using standard
algorithm

THIRD GRADE CHALLENGE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Use models to multiply a whole number
(up to four digits) by a single digit whole
number

Use models to multiply a two digit whole
number by another two digit whole
number
NUMBER AND OPERATIONS - FRACTIONS

Use a visual model to recognize and
generate equivalent fractions

Compare two fractions using >, <, = and
use strategies to justify conclusions

Decompose a fraction using repeated
addition (3/8 = 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8)

Convert a mixed number into a fraction
with like denominators

Add and subtract fractions with like
denominators

Solve word problems involving addition
and subtraction of fractions

Multiply a fraction by a whole number

Rewrite fractions with denominators of
10 or 100 as decimals.

Locate decimals on a number line

Compare two decimals to hundredths
using >, <, = and use strategies to
justify conclusions
MEASUREMENT & DATA

Use the perimeter and area for
rectangles to solve real world problems
LANGUAGE ARTS
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

Reads on level text proficiently

THIRD GRADE CHALLENGE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Shows growth in fluency to support
comprehension

Reads on level text accurately and
fluently to support comprehension

Shows growth in grade appropriate
phonics skills

Knows and applies the grade level
phonics skills
READING LITERATURE & INFORMATIONAL TEXTS

Asks and answers literal level questions
about on level text

Identifies where literal answers are
found in text

Uses text as a basis for asking and
answering questions

Asks and answers questions to
demonstrate understanding referring to
the text as basis for answers

Recounts stories using key details

Recounts key details to support the
main idea

Determines central message with
support through key details

Determines the main idea of a text;
recount the key details and explain how
they support the main idea.

Describes characters, setting and
events in a story

Describes characters in a story and
explain how their actions contribute to
the sequence of events

Shows an understanding of social
studies concepts through informational
text
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THIRD GRADE CHALLENGE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
WRITING

Writes one topic personal narrative and
includes introduction, support and
closure

Writes to convey information using
transitional phrases and includes
introduction, support, closure

Writes to convey an opinion using
transitional phrases and includes
introduction, support, closure

Creates grade level writing with
introduction, transitions, support and
closure on one topic

Shows growth in grade level
conventions

Applies grade level conventions

THIRD GRADE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
ADDITIONAL SKILLS

Science / Health

Physical Education

Art

Music

Placement for 2019 - 2020

Your child will be assigned to the ______________ grade.
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